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ultiparty governance requires compromise and this compromise can lead to electoral losses.
I argue that coalition members are motivated to differentiate themselves from their cabinet
partners to mitigate potential electoral losses resulting from voters perceiving them as not rigorously pursuing their core policy positions or not possessing strong policy stands. I test this argument with
original data on the scrutiny of over 2,200 government bills gathered from three parliamentary democracies
incorporating information on voter perceptions of partisan ideology and parties’ policy preferences as
derived from their manifestos. I ﬁnd that coalition partners that are perceived as more similar will amend
one another’s legislative proposals more vigorously in an effort to differentiate in the eyes of the electorate—to protect their brand—and therefore provide evidence for “pure” vote-seeking behavior in the
legislative review process. Furthermore, these original data provide answers to several open questions
regarding the policy motivations of cabinet parties in legislative review and the role of committee chairs and
external support parties on policy outcomes.

M
C

ooperation is vital to a coalition cabinet’s ability to
govern effectively but may prove costly at the
polls. Voters do not support a party so that it may
accommodate its cabinet partners in an effort to smooth
the process of governance or trade away its core policy
positions in order to obtain a fancy ofﬁce. Voters support
a party with the understanding that it will pursue a certain
set of policies, and, when they believe that the party has
not rigorously fought for these policies, they are likely to
abandon it, believing that its core positions have changed
or that it is untrustworthy or incompetent (Bawn and
Somer-Topcu 2012; Fortunato 2017).
This puts coalition parties in a difﬁcult position. On the
one hand, there are myriad beneﬁts to cooperation—more
efﬁcient governance, easier extraction of beneﬁts of ofﬁce,
and encouragement of reciprocal behaviors. On the other
hand, cooperation may obscure a party’s policy brand or
otherwise alienate its supporters, leading to electoral losses. I argue that these potential losses provide powerful
incentives for governing parties to squabble with their
coalition partners in order to demonstrate to their supporters that they are “ﬁghting the good ﬁght” and to
protect their ideological brand. Focusing on the legislative
review phase of the policymaking process, I predict that as
the electorate perceives coalition partners as more ideologically similar, they will debate and amend one another’s
proposals more vigorously in order to signal to the
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electorate their ideological distinctiveness and representational competence. Examination of original data on
legislative amendments to cabinet proposals in three
parliamentary democracies with long histories of coalition
governance supports this prediction.
These ﬁndings demonstrate, for the ﬁrst time, an explicit
link between voter perceptions and multiparty policymaking behavior by placing voters directly into an
empirical model of parliamentary action. The results
contribute to our understanding of coalition politics and
policymaking, how voters perceive parties, and democratic responsiveness; three related, but to this point
largely separate literature. Furthermore, the novel nature
of the data provides answers to several open questions in
coalition policymaking such as the role of committee
chairs in facilitating or discouraging amendments and the
inﬂuence of pivotal opposition parties. Finally, the data
reveal support for a “coalition-policing” model of legislative review, reafﬁrming previous research.

COMPROMISE, DIFFERENTIATION, AND
COLLECTIVE RESPONSIBILITY
Compromise and cooperation can foster several intuitive preferred outcomes for cabinet parties. Cabinet
parties that “play nice” with their partners are likely to
ﬁnd that behavior reciprocated, leading to more efﬁcient policymaking and division of ofﬁce spoils, while
simultaneously signaling to the chamber that they are
desirable partners in governance. These beneﬁts,
however, are not without cost. In short, multiparty
governance obscures the strategically selected ideological positions taken by member parties and makes
credit claiming for various accomplishments more difﬁcult (e.g., Fortunato and Stevenson 2013; Martin and
Vanberg 2008). Indeed, Fortunato (2017) presents
evidence that voters who perceive higher levels of
compromise by a coalition party—manifest in perceptions of increasing ideological similarity to its partner(s)—
discount both the policy statements of that party and its
contribution to the government’s performance. This
tendency provides powerful incentives for cabinet parties
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to differentiate from their partners to protect the integrity
of their strategically selected policy positions and demonstrate competence to their supporters.
However, there are substantial obstacles to differentiation in multiparty governance. Member parties may
only differentiate on issues that are salient and present,
which effectively constrains public dissent to the contents
of the legislative agenda. Furthermore, coalition members are bound by collective cabinet responsibility, a set of
formal and informal rules that set the parameters of
behavior for members of government (Laver and
Shepsle 1994). Collective responsibility inhibits coalition
parties from, for example, voting against proposals
offered by their partners or speaking out against the
proposal once it has been passed into law. The penalty for
violating these rules may be the loss of portfolio, dismissal
from cabinet, or even dissolution of the government.
Taking agenda limitations and collective responsibility
together, coalition parties have precious few opportunities to differentiate from their partners without
risking their position in cabinet. Parties must have a
proposal over which to squabble and they must be able to
express themselves before the proposal’s ﬁnal vote. Thus,
cabinet parties are constrained to the legislative review
process, the window of time between a bill’s initiation and
passage (or death), during which the proposal may be
scrutinized. In practice, this leaves three fora in which
cabinet parties may demonstrate how they differ from
their coalition partners: legislative amendments, parliamentary debate, and direct communication strategies
(e.g., the issuing of party press releases).
Here, I examine legislative amendments, which are,
by their very nature, expressions of dissent with a policy
proposal. They may only be offered to an initiated
proposal, and are therefore germane to the agenda, and
they are costly, requiring expertise, time, and labor to
draft and propose, and therefore cannot be dismissed as
“cheap talk.” Thus, we may consider amendments
credible signals of differentiation between coalition
partners sent by the reviewing party in reference to the
proposal’s authoring party.
Importantly, there is qualitative and quantitative evidence that proposing amendments sends differentiating
signals that are likely to be absorbed by the electorate by
conditioning the information environment surrounding
the cabinet. For instance, most parliaments publish daily
reports cataloging events in committee and plenary
meetings, including ministerial questions, debate, and the
proposal of amendments. These records are vital resources
for understanding politics in general and the policymaking
process in particular in both scholarly research (e.g., Martin
and Vanberg 2011) and popular press (e.g., Lund 2013).
Increasing conﬂict in the review process is quite likely to
make for a more antagonistic tone in media reports of party
interactions and new research cataloging the effects of this
reporting on party interactions (such as the review process)
suggests that these behaviors do, in fact, substantially shape
media narrative on politics and that voters receive and
assimilate these messages into their perceptions (Adams,
Weschle, and Wlezien 2016). Taken together with Fortunato (2017), the research suggests that differentiation
strategies may help mitigate electoral losses.

2

WHEN WILL PARTIES AMEND?
Assume that the cabinet parties have arrayed themselves
along the left–right spectrum such that they have each
maximized their expected electoral returns. Now assume
that voters perceive the parties’ strategic self-placement,
but will update these perceptions in response to signals
from the policymaking process. Parties that appear to be
cooperative or compromising will be updated as more
similar, converging upon each other and shrinking the
distance between them. Parties that squabble and
antagonize one another will be updated as more distinct,
growing the perceived distance between them. These
assumptions are supported by the extant literature
(e.g., Adams, Ezrow, and Wlezien 2016; Fortunato 2017;
Fortunato and Stevenson 2013). We can think of the
utility a cabinet party derives from amending the legislative proposals of their partners in government as a
function of three parameters: the cost of amending, the
policy payoff, and the electoral payoff, which is a function
of the beneﬁt of differentiation from the bill’s authoring
party.1 As the perceived distance between the proposing
party and the reviewing party closes (relative to their
strategically selected positions), the beneﬁt of differentiation via amendment increases.
•

The more similar a cabinet party pair is perceived, the
more they will amend one another’s legislative proposals.

This hypothesis is the focus of the manuscript; however, considering it in a vacuum discounts both the policy
beneﬁts of amending and the costs, which previous
research shows can be signiﬁcant. As such, a discussion of
both factors is warranted and, while this may not yield an
exhaustive accounting of the predictors of review, it will
yield a listing of measurable covariates that will help
recover clean estimates of the focal relationship.
The canonical work on legislative review and coalition policymaking argues that ministers often propose
bills at their own ideal point, rather than at the coalition
compromise, in order to reap position-taking beneﬁts—another form of differentiation (Martin and
Vanberg 2011). This “ministerial drift” must be mitigated by the minister’s coalition partners during legislative review to prevent agency loss. As such, one of
the most important covariates in the model below is the
ideological distance of the proposing party from the
coalition compromise (“compromise distance”), which
is the mean, seat-weighted ideological position of all
cabinet parties. I also include the dyadic ideological
distance between the proposing party and the reviewing
party (“CMP distance”). In addition to providing a
control required to recover the relationship of interest,
this allows us to begin to understand whether the
observed patterns of amending are more consistent with
self-interest or coalition policing behaviors. As Martin
and Vanberg’s (2011) amendment data are collected at
the bill-level (they sum the total number of article
changes submitted by all parties), amendments motivated by private policy concerns are empirically
1

A simple formalization can be found in the appendix.
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inseparable from amendments motivated by coalition
policing. The data I have gathered count article changes
submitted to a bill by each individual party and are
therefore better able parse these behaviors.
Whether or not the cabinet controls a majority of seats
in parliament is also critical. Minority cabinets will not
only be compelled to monitor ideologically dissimilar
coalition partners, but they must also appease some
pivotal opposition party. In expectation, this need to
maintain opposition support should reduce the number
of amendments we observe. This is because every
position of the opposition party relative to the ministerial
and reviewing parties must accomplish one of the following: increase the minister’s incentive to make an offer
about the coalition compromise; increase the minister’s
incentive to make an offer about the reviewing party’s
ideal point; or decrease the reviewing party’s incentive to
amend. A formal explanation is given in the appendix.
As for the cost of amending, extant literature suggests
that holding a committee chair empowers reviewing
parties, substantially reducing the costs of legislative
review, and Fortunato, Martin, and Vanberg (2017)
provide empirical evidence to this effect. The empirical
model therefore includes indicators for the identity of the
committee chairperson: the party of proposing minister,
reviewing party, another cabinet member, or an opposition party. As my data are coded at the bill (rather than
party) level, they allow more leverage in discovering
whether committee chairs’ primary inﬂuence is positive
(increasing their party’s ability to scrutinize), negative
(inhibiting other parties from scrutinizing), or both.
Relatedly, Thies (2001) and others have argued that junior
ministers are the executive complement to committee
chairs and the model controls for their presence as well.
Finally, amendments require expertise and labor to
draft and submit and having more members in parliament to share the burden of scrutiny should enable the
reviewing party to amend more freely. I therefore
include the reviewing party’s seat share to account for
differences in the ability to amend as a function of
information and labor resources across parties.2

DATA AND MODEL SPECIFICATION
The dependent variable is constructed from original data
on amendments offered to government proposals in
committee. I gather information on over 2,200 draft bills
introduced by cabinet ministers in three parliamentary
democracies with long histories of coalition governance:
Belgium (1992–2010), Denmark (1991–2004), and the
Netherlands (1995–2013).3 This is the largest collection
of such data assembled.
2
Committee seats are distributed proportionally to chamber seats in
all three countries.
3
The data include all legislation on taxation, spending, and social services
as this legislation most readily conforms to a traditional left–right
dimension of political discourse. Other policy types, such as treaty ratiﬁcation or transposition of EU directives may tap dimensions orthogonal
to national political discourse, and, more importantly, are likely to be
exogenous to domestic political debate. Budgets and constitutional
alterations are omitted as they are subject to special rules. Caretaker
cabinets are dropped. This follows Martin and Vanberg (2011).

For each bill, I record the proposing minister’s party
and department,4 the number of articles in the original
proposal, and the number of article changes offered to
the bill by all cabinet parties save the authoring party.5
These article changes, which serve as the dependent
variable in the coming analysis, are counted in the same
manner as Martin and Vanberg (2011) with two
exceptions. First, I count all submitted article changes,
while Martin and Vanberg count all accepted changes;
this is because I am interested in the use of review for
signaling purposes while Martin and Vanberg are
interested in its policy implications. Second, I attribute
all amendments to a single party, whereas Martin and
Vanberg sum all amendments proposed by all parties
and use the bill as the unit of observation. Recording the
data in this manner is critical. Only by coding changes at
the bill-party level am I able to test the above
hypothesis. Importantly, summing the amendments in
my data to the bill level and replicating the Martin and
Vanberg model produces very similar results, which, in
addition to providing out-of-sample support for their
argument, implies that the mechanics of review across
the two samples are quite similar.
The independent variable of interest, the distance
perceived by voters between the proposing party
and the reviewing party, is calculated with survey data
from Eurobarometer, European Electoral Survey, and
the Comparative Study of Electoral Systems surveys
conducted between 1989 and 2014. In each module,
respondents were asked to place their country’s political
parties on an ideological scale. These placements are
rescaled to a common 0–10 range and a placement is
estimated for each party in each survey via linear
regression.6 These individual party placements are then
used to create a voter perceived distance between each
ministerial party and each reviewing party (“voter
distance”). The expectation is that the parameter estimate on voter distance will be negative; the more similar
voters believe the cabinet parties are, relative to their
strategically selected positions, the more they should
amend one another’s proposals in order to differentiate.
The model employs distance estimates derived from
surveys administered about the time the cabinet was
formed. This is because the theoretical process—that
today’s voter perceptions impact amendment activity to
shape tomorrow’s voter perceptions, which in turn
impact tomorrow’s amending—implies endogeneity
among the outcome and covariate of interest. The
distance measured about the cabinet’s formation should
be the most insulated from these effects.7
Also included are the controls discussed above—
indicators for minority cabinets, junior ministers, and
different committee chair types, as well as the manifesto
4

The leading minister is recorded for cosponsored bills.
Amendments cosponsored by the authoring party are omitted.
The models employed are intercept-only regressions where the
constant estimate serves as the party placement and the standard
errors are recorded to model the uncertainty of these placements.
7
Using the most recent or most proximate survey estimate produces
results that are more negative and statistically robust. Comparisons
shown in appendix.
5
6

3
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distance between the ministerial and reviewing parties and
the minister’s distance from the coalition compromise.
These are calculated with left–right preference estimates
derived from the Comparative Manifestos Project data
following Lowe et al. (2011). CMP was chosen over
alternative measures, such as the Chapel Hill expert survey
measures for two reasons: ﬁrst, the manifesto estimates are
explicitly estimates of parties’ campaign platform, their
strategically chosen positions, and therefore a better ﬁt to
theory; second, CMP has substantially better coverage for
the sample period. Descriptive statistics are shown in Table
1.
The correlation of the distance between coalition
party pairs as perceived by voters and as selected by the
parties is shown in Figure 1, where the overall correlation is plotted with both linear and LOWESS lines and
the estimates of a linear model regressing CMP distance
on voter distance (which are measured on different
scales) are given in the lower right-hand corner. The
ﬁgure shows that the relationship is positive, but weakly
so. Given that the sample only includes cabinet
dyads—parties sufﬁciently compatible to coalesce in the
ﬁrst place—this weakly positive relationship makes
sense (including opposition parties would make the
relationship appear much stronger). The ﬁgure also
reveals considerable variation between the similarity
perceived by voters and the similarity manifested in the
selected policy positions of cabinet partners. This variation is the focus of the manuscript.
TABLE 1. Descriptive Statistics of Key
Variables
Variable

Mean

SD

Min

Max

Article changes
Voter distance
CMP distance
Compromise distance

0.70
1.48
0.60
0.25

4.57
0.92
0.64
0.30

0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01

170.00
3.74
2.84
1.80

FIGURE 1. Comparison of Voter–Perceived
and Manifesto Dissimilarity.

The data used to construct the variables were all
collected from the respective countries’ legislative
databases, the Constitutional Change and Parliamentary Democracies (CCPD) project data (Strøm,
Müller, and Bergman 2008), or the Parliament and
Government Composition Database (Döring and
Manow 2011). In addition to the variables discussed, the
model includes the cabinet’s size in number of parties
(logged) and three exposure terms: the (logged) number of articles in the original proposal, the (logged)
number of days the bill spent under review, and a
dummy variable indicating that the plenary session
expired before the conclusion of the bill’s scrutiny.

ESTIMATION AND ANALYSIS
The dependent variable is the number of article changes
offered by a cabinet party to the proposal of one of its
coalition partners. A Poisson model is appropriate, but
the data structure presents a small hurdle, grouping bills
across different countries where amendment propensities vary systematically; Belgians amending more than
Danes and Dutch amending more than Belgians on
average.8 The model therefore includes country ﬁxed
effects, but it is also possible that certain bills are offered
more amendments for reasons not captured by the
measured covariates, and, because multiple parties may
amend the same bill, there is potential for correlations
across rows of data within bills. The model therefore
allows random intercepts at the bill level.9 The results
are presented in Table 2 alongside results from a
stripped-down model containing only the covariate of
interest, exposure terms, and ﬁxed and random effects.
The comparison shows that, while voter distance is
robust (p , 0.05, single-tailed) in the simple model, its
magnitude is suppressed. This reinforces how important
it is to consider the costs as well as the policy beneﬁts of
amending when examining review behavior.
The full model bears strong support for the central
hypothesis. Voter distance has a robust negative effect
on amending—the more voters perceive the reviewing
party as similar to the ministerial party, the more the
reviewing party will amend. Holding all other covariates
constant at their mean, the effect of a one standard
deviation decrease in voter distance between a pair of
cabinet partners, is a 9% (4%, 13% CI) increase in the
predicted number of amendments. To put this in context, this is roughly 1/3 of the magnitude of the effect of a
similar change in compromise distance (a 29% decrease
in amendments). This is strong evidence for the
hypothesis and supports the central argument that
cabinet parties, limited by collective responsibility in
their ability to highlight policy differences with their
partners in government, use the legislative review
8

Additionally, the data are over-dispersed with zeroes. This is discussed in the appendix.
9
The appendix contains the results of a nonparametric bootstrap
designed to model the error in the estimated variables (voter distance,
CMP distance, and compromise distance). The hypothesized results
hold in this exercise.

4
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TABLE 2. Main Model Results
Parameter

Simple

Full

Voter distance

20.043
(0.025)

0.993
(0.096)
0.959
(0.130)
21.683
(1.522)
24.198
(0.463)
0.567
(0.221)
29.446
(0.681)

20.092
(0.028)
20.379
(0.077)
1.167
(0.321)
20.672
(0.578)
20.081
(0.062)
20.092
(0.238)
20.259
(0.315)
20.299
(0.237)
2.294
(0.310)
20.569
(0.786)
0.980
(0.096)
0.914
(0.130)
21.640
(1.497)
23.892
(0.713)
0.352
(0.418)
28.698
(1.374)

9.825
(1.023)

9.607
(1.001)

4,324
22697.726

4,324
22647.171

CMP distance
Compromise distance
Minority cabinet
Junior minister
Reviewer chair
Minister chair
Partner chair
Seat share
ln(cabinet size)
ln(articles)
ln(days in review)
Plenary expiration
Denmark
Netherlands
Intercept
var(random intercepts: bills)
N
ln(likelihood)

process to communicate their ideological distinctiveness by voicing dissent with their partners’ policy
proposals. These ﬁndings are supported by country-bycountry estimates that can be viewed in the appendix.10
The remaining variables in the model conform to
expectations, which suggests proper speciﬁcation. The
number of articles in the original draft bill and the length
of the review period have estimates near 1 (typical for
exposure variables) and the more substantively interesting variables also have estimates in the “right
direction.” The more MPs a party has to share the
burden of amending, the more amendments it submits.
If the reviewing party’s seat share increases from, say,
0.1 to 0.2, its predicted number of amendments
increases by about 24%. The cabinets’ minority status
also yields the predicted relationship, reducing the
10
Included covariates in the country-by-country estimates vary across
countries due to a lack of within-country variation. This is detailed in
the appendix.

number of proposed article changes by 40%, though this
fails to reach traditional levels of signiﬁcance.
Also interesting among the control variables are the
estimates on dyadic CMP distance and compromise
distance. The estimate on compromise distance is positive, substantively large, and statistically robust. The
farther away the proposing minister from the coalition
compromise, the more the reviewing party tends to
amend. It would appear that CMP distance exerts a
negative effect, which no theory would predict. I note
that the estimate on this covariate is among the more
unstable across speciﬁcations and discuss this more in the
appendix. Nonetheless, taken together, the patterns of
observed amendment behavior are more consistent with
a coalition-policing model of review behavior than with a
self-interested model of review behavior, implying that
conﬂict amelioration is paramount, as has been argued
elsewhere (e.g., Bowler et al. 2016).
The ﬁnal substantively interesting set of results
regard the presence of a junior minister and identity of
the committee chairman. Having a junior minister in the
department of the proposing minister has no discernible
effect on amendment behavior in this sample, though it
should be noted that the reviewing party only has a
junior minister in the proposing minister’s department
in about 7% of the observations here and these are
heavily clustered in the Netherlands. The model also
suggests that the identity of the committee chair is
largely irrelevant to legislative scrutiny amongst cabinet
partners. This comports with previous research ﬁnding
no difference in scrutiny between committees chaired
by the party of the proposing minister and committees
chaired by her partner in government, but substantial
increase in scrutiny when the committee is chaired by a
member of the opposition (Fortunato, Martin, and
Vanberg 2017). These results support the interpretation
that the uptick in scrutiny under opposition chaired
committees is evidence of opposition inﬂuence and that
the chair’s power may be exercised positively when held
by opposition but is almost certainly exercised negatively when held by cabinet, protecting bills from
opposition inﬂuence. This implies that committee
chairpersons, in practice, act as more of a “backstop”
than active policeman in reference to the coalition
bargain and that their “watchdog” function, theorized
by Carroll and Cox (2012), is a passive one.

DISCUSSION
Coalition members lose votes when their supporters do
not perceive them as rigorously pursuing their core
policy positions (Fortunato 2017). Given that parties are
electorally motivated, this penalty imposes a hard
decision on cabinet parties; will they continue to compromise with their partners to streamline policymaking
and maximize beneﬁts of ofﬁce, or will they forgo these
cooperative incentives to differentiate and protect their
electoral fortunes? By examining the behaviors of
cabinet parties in countries where coalition governance
has been the norm for several decades, we uncovered
strong evidence that parties condition their behaviors

5
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on the manner in which voters perceive them. When
voters begin to perceive parties as becoming too similar
to their partners in government, eroding the distinctiveness of their policy position and implying a failure
to properly advocate for their supporters, parties leverage the means afforded to them by the legislative
review process to differentiate from one another without
breaking the rules of collective cabinet responsibility. We
observe this behavior even when accounting for the level
of real policy conﬂict between cabinet partners. This
implies that parties are not only using the review process
as a mechanism for mitigating ministerial drift but are
acting in direct response to voters. As such, the effects of
voter perceptions on amending reﬂect “pure” voteseeking behavior in an entirely new arena and complement (but also stand apart from) previous research
assessing whether responsiveness exists at all (e.g.,
Jennings and John 2009).
A reasonable follow-up question to ask would be,
why do parties tolerate the nuisance and inefﬁciency
such differentiating behavior? One answer is that it is
mutually beneﬁcial. The proposing minister gets to
signal her ideal point by submitting her most preferred
policy. The reviewing party, in turn, gets to signal dissent
and competence by amending the proposal. It is clear
that if both parties were only policy-motivated and
rational, they would look down the game tree and
discover that the most efﬁcient outcome is in legislating
the coalition compromise in nearly every instance. But,
of course, parties are not merely policy-motivated, they
are also vote seekers, and as such reap reward from these
legislative inefﬁciencies by burnishing their brand to the
electorate. This inefﬁciency is not necessarily a net
negative from a normative standpoint, however. The
results presented here are encouraging in that they
provide robust evidence that parties are listening and
responding to voters throughout the electoral cycle and
not merely during campaigns. Indeed, this is some of the
ﬁrst cross-national evidence that voter perceptions or
preferences have real impact on parliamentary behavior.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
To view supplementary material for this article, please
visit https://doi.org/10.1017/S000305541800062X.
Replication materials can be found on Dataverse at:
https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/UVANPR.
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